Divergent choose-absence retention functions typically found in pigeons following presence/absencesample matching have been attributed to the development of a single-code/default coding strategy. However, such effects may result from adventitious differential responding to the samples. In Experiment 1, retention functions were divergent only when differential sample responding could serve as the basis for comparison choice. In Experiment 2, when pecking did not occur during the retention interval, a choose-absence bias was found, but when pecking occurred during the retention interval, a choosepresence bias resulted. In Experiment 3, positive transfer was found when a stimulus associated with the absence of pecking replaced the absence sample but not when a stimulus associated with pecking replaced the presence sample. Thus, presence/absence-sample matching may not encourage the development of a single-code/default coding strategy in pigeons.
The characteristics of retention functions obtained following conditional discrimination training can be a useful tool in describing the nature of the learning and memory processes. For example, conditional stimuli (or samples) are retained by pigeons better when they are more salient hues than when they are less salient line orientations (Farthing, Wagner, Gilmour, & Waxman, 1977; Zentall, Ureuioli, Jagielo, & Jackson-Smith, 1989 ). When two sample stimuli are of similar salience (e.g., red and green hues), the retention functions found following training are generally quite similar in slope and level, and as would be expected, they decline to 50% correct, similarly.
However, there is a class of samples for which the general rule of better retention of more salient samples appears not to be true. This class of samples can be described as the presence versus the absence of an event. The nature of the event does not seem to be critical. It can be the presence versus the absence of a visual stimulus (e.g., a hue or a shape vs. no stimulus; Grant, 1991; Sberbume & Zentall, 1993b) , a hedonic event (e.g., food vs. no food; Sherbume & Zentall, 1993a) , or even a behavior (pecking vs. the absence of pecking; Sherbume & Zentall, 1993a) . The relationship between the slopes of the retention functions found following such training appears, at first, to be counterintuitive. With increasing retention intervals, matching accuracy on absencesample trials typically remains at a high level, whereas on presence-sample trials it declines rapidly, often dropping below chance.
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The virtually fiat retention function on absence-sample trials, as well as the overall strong "choose-absence" response bias, has suggested to researchers that the pigeons are adopting a particular "coding strategy" during the acquisition of this task (e.g., Colwill, 1984; Grant, 1991; Sherburne & Zentall, 1993a , 1993b Wilson & Boakes, 1985) . It is hypothesized that on a presence-sample trial, the pigeons process the sample and store it in memory. When the test or comparison stimuli are presented, if the pigeon remembers having seen the presence sample, it responds to the comparison associated with that sample. On an absence-sample trial, however, the pigeon does not process the sample, and when the comparison stimuli are presented, the pigeon responds to the alternative comparison by default (i.e., in the absence of memory for the presence sample).
This strategy can be effective during training because of the symmetry of the task, and it provides a reasonable account of the divergent retention functions typically found. On presence-sample trials, as the retention interval increases, one can hypothesize that there is a progressive loss of memory for the sample. But unlike the case in which there are two discrete samples and loss of memory leads to an unbiased choice of either comparison, in the absence of memory for the presence sample, the pigeon has learned to select the alternative comparison by default. Thus, with increasing retention interval, matching accuracy on presencesample trials should decline to levels below chance. Furthermore, the failure to find significant forgetting on absence-sample trials can be explained by this hypothesis, as well. If the absence sample is not represented in memory, there is nothing to forget. Thus, at the time of comparison choice, in the absence of a memory for the presence sample, the pigeon should respond to the alternative comparison by default, independently of the duration of the retention interval. Weaver, Dorrance, and Zentall (1999) proposed that the basis for the single-code/default coding strategy may not be the presence versus the absence of the sample (e.g., yellow vs. the absence of yellow) but rather the differential response that the pigeon typi-cally makes to the two events. Although presence/absence samples are generally presented for a fixed duration with no response required, pigeons typically peck at the presence sample and they refrain from pecking at the absence sample. Furthermore, there is evidence that when pigeons are required to peck at samples differentially, it is that differential response that controls comparison choice, rather than the visual aspects of the samples themselves CLlrcuioli, 1984; Urcuioli & Honig, 1980) . For example, Urcuioli (1984, Experiment 2) has found that following conditional discrimination training with differential responding required to the two samples, if differential responding is also required to two other stimuli, those other stimuli can replace the original samples, with little decrease in matching accuracy. Furthermore, in another experiment, following such differential-sample response training, if pigeons are then prevented from responding differentially to the two samples, matching accuracy declines to chance levels (Urcuioli, 1984, Experiment 1). Weaver et al. (1999) tested the hypothesis that differentialsample responding may contribute to the divergence of retention functions typically found following presence/absence-matching training. They found that when pigeons were required to respond similarly to presence/absence samples (a dot vs. the absence of a dot in Experiment 1, and a yellow hue vs. the absence of a yellow hue in Experiment 2) in a conditional discrimination, overlapping retention functions (rather than the typical divergent retention functions) were found. Thus, it appears that differential-sample responding may contribute to the divergent retention functions found following training with a presence/absence-sample conditional discrimination. Furthermore, the implication of this finding is that the nature of the memory in a presence/absence-sample conditional discrimination is the response itself (i.e., pecking), rather than the stimulus that evoked the response.
It is possible, however, that by forcing the pigeons to respond to both the presence and the absence samples, Weaver et al. (1999) changed the nature of the coding strategy from single-code/default to dual code. In other words, when the absence sample is presented for a fixed duration, it may function as a noneveut; however, forcing the pigeons to peck at the dark response key may encourage them to code it as an event. The purpose of our experiments was to clarify the role played by differential-sample responding in presence/absence-sample conditional discriminations and in the divergent retention functions found following such training.
A second purpose of our experiments was to test the hypothesis that when retention intervals are introduced, choice of the comparison stimuli is controlled by behavior exhibited during the retention interval (or in the case of typical retention intervals, the absence of responding). That is, the similarity between the absence of responding during the absence sample in training and the absence of responding during the retention interval in testing may cause the pigeons to show a bias to choose the comparison associated with the absence sample. Such a bias should occur particularly at longer retention intervals because of the relatively longer period during which responding would not have occurred. Thus, in typical presence/absence matching it may be that divergent retention functions result from the similarity in the pigeon's behavior during the absence sample and the retention interval, rather than from actual loss of memory for the presence sample.
In our experiments, differential-sample responding was not required (recall that it was in Weaver et al. 's [1999] experiments), but it was allowed to occur, as it does in the typical presence/ absence-sample conditional discrimination. In Experiment 1, we asked whether divergent retention functions would be found when differential-sample responding was allowed to occur but could not readily be used as the basis for comparison choice. Pigeons were trained on a four-sample matching task in which two samples were associated with choice of one comparison and the other two samples were associated with choice of the other comparison (many-to-one matching) with presence/absence and peck/no-peck samples. The mapping of samples to comparisons in this experiment was either consistent with the use of differential-sample responding as the basis for comparison choice (presence and peck samples associated with one comparison, absence and no-peck samples associated with the other) or inconsistent with the use of differential-sample responding as the basis for comparison choice (presence and no-peck samples associated with one comparison, absence and peck samples associated with the other).
In Experiment 2, we tested the hypothesis that the similarity between the behavior during the retention interval and the behavior during the absence sample may be responsible for the divergent retention functions typically found following presence/absencesample training. In Experiment 2, pigeons were trained to respond differentially to two new stimuli (to peck one and refrain from pecking the other), and then, on test trials, those stimuli were inserted into the retention interval to determine their effect on the retention functions.
In Experiment 3, we asked whether differential-sample responding, following presence/absence-sample conditional discrimination training, was sufficient to control comparison choice. In Experiment 3, pigeons were trained to respond differentially to two new stimuli (pecking vs. the absence of pecking), and then transfer was assessed when those stimuli replaced the presence/absence samples from original training.
Experiment 1
In Experiment 1 we asked whether following training with presence/absence-sample matching, divergent retention functions would be found when differential-sample responding could be used as the basis for comparison choice but not when such differential responding could not be used. All pigeons were trained on many-to-one matching (two samples associated with each of the two comparisons) with presence/absence samples (a yellow hue and a dark key, which we refer to as no yellow) and with presence/ presence samples (vertical and horizontal lines) to which differential-sample responding was required (pecking vs. the absence of pecking, i.e., a fixed-ratio [FR] schedule and a differential reinforcement of other [DRO] behavior schedule, respectively). For the consistent group, the yellow-hue and the verfical-hne (FR) samples were associated with the same comparison (as were the no-yellow-hue and the horizontal-line samples), whereas for the inconsistent group the yellow-hue and the horizontal-line (DRO) samples were associated with the same comparison (as were the no-yellow-hue and the vertical-line samples).
If differential sample behavior plays a role in presence/absencesample matching, then following training, the retention functions for the consistent group on yellow-and no-yellow-sample trials should be divergent, as they typically are, because for this group differential-sample responding can serve as the basis for compar-ison choice. For the inconsistent group, however, differentialsample responding cannot easily serve as the basis for comparison choice because the two samples presumably associated with pecking are associated with different comparison stimufi, as are the two samples presumably associated with the absence of pecking. Thus, for the inconsistent group, if differential sample responding cannot serve as the basis for comparison choice, then one might expect the retention functions to have similar slopes rather than being divergent. If, on the other hand, differential-sample responding is not responsible for the divergent retention functions typically seen following presence/absence-sample-matching training, then divergent yellow/no-yellow retention functions should be found in both groups.
Me~od Subjects
The subjects were 8 White Carneaux pigeons (Columba livia) of unknown sex, purchased as retired breeders (5-8 years old) from the Palmetto Pigeon Plant (Sumter, SC). The pigeons were caged individually with grit and water continually available in the home cage. The pigeons were maintained at 80% of their free-feeding body weights throughout the experiment. The colony room in which the pigeons were housed was maintained on a 12:12-hr light-dark cycle. All pigeons had previously served in an unrelated study involving simple simultaneous discriminations.
Apparatus
The experiment was conducted in a BRS/LVE (Laurel, MD) soundattenuating pigeon test chamber. The test chamber measured 30 cm (from the response panel to the back wall) × 36 cm (across the response panel) × 36 cm (high). Three circular response keys (2.5 cm diameter and 8.25 cm apart, center to center) were aligned horizontally on the response panel. Mounted behind each response key was a 12-stimulus in-line projector (Industrial Electronics Engineering, Series 10, Van Nuys, CA, with No. 1820 G. E. lamps)that projected a yellow hue (Kodak Wratten Filter No. 9) , three white vertical and three white horizontal lines (2.4 cm long, 0.3 cm wide, and 0.3 cm apart) on black backgrounds on the center response key, and two hues, red and green (Kodak Wratten filters, Nos. 26 and 60, respectively), on the left and right response keys. A shielded houselight located above the center response key (3 cm from the top of the panel) was lit with each sample. A second houselight located at the center of the chamber ceiling provided general illumination during intertriai intervals. A rear-mounted grain feeder was centered horizontally on the response panel midway between the pecking keys and the floor of the chamber. When operated, the feeder was accessible through a 5.0 × 5.5 cm aperture. Reinforcement consisted of 1.5-s access to Purina Pro Grains. White noise and an exhaust fan mounted on the outside of the chamber masked extraneous noise. The experiment was controlled by a microcomputer located in an adjacent room.
Procedure
Training. All pigeons were placed directly on many-to-one matching.
On all trials, the sample was signaled by the onset of the response-panel houselight. There were four trial types experienced during training. The trial types differed only in the nature of the sample stimulus and the associated response contingency. On 25% of the trials, the sample was a yellow hue presented on the center key for 4 s (response noncontingent). On 25% of the trials, the response-panel bouselight alone was presented (the center key was dark) for 4 s. on 25% of the trials, the vertical stimulus was presented on the center response key, and 10 pecks were required (FR 10) to turn off the center key and the response-panel houselight. On the remaining 25% of the trials, the horizontal stimulus was presented on the center response key, and the pigeons were required to refrain from pecking the center key for 6 s (DRO 6 s) to turn off the center key and the response-panel bouselight. Responses to the horizontal sample reset the 6-s timer. Offset of the sample was followed immediately by the onset of the red and green comparison stimuli. A single peck to either comparison stimulus turned off the comparisons, provided reinforcement for correct comparison choices, and illuminated the ceiling houselight for the duration of the 10-s intertrial interval. For each of the sample types, the red and green hues were presented equally often on the left and right side keys.
For half of the pigeons (n = 2) assigned to the consistent group, a response to the red side key was correct following yellow (presence) and vertical (FR) samples, and a response to the green side key was correct following dark (absence) and horizontal (DRO) samples. For the remaining pigeons (n = 2) assigned to the consistent group, the contingencies were reversed.
For half of the pigeons (n = 2) assigned to the inconsistent group, a response to the red side key was correct following yellow (presence) and horizontal (DRO) samples, and a response to the green side key was correct following dark (absence) and vertical (FR) samples. For the remaining pigeons (n = 2) assigned to the inconsistent group, the contingencies were reversed. The design of Experiment 1 is presented in Table 1 .
Each session consisted of 96 trials. Sessions were conducted 6 days a week. Training continued for each pigeon until it attained a criterion of 90% or higher matching accuracy for each of the four sample types for two consecutive sessions.
Retention test.
On the session following attainment of criterion performance on the training task, each pigeon was transferred to a mixed-delay matching procedure in which the offset of the sample was separated from the onset of the side keys by a dark retention interval of 0, 1, 2, or 4 s. For each of the sample types, there was an equal number of trials involving each retention interval. The retention test consisted of eight sessions, and the reinforcement contingencies were the same as they were during training. In all analyses of results, the .05 level of statistical significance was adopted.
Results

Acquisition
Acquisition of many-to-one matching was substantially faster for the consistent group (a mean of 11.0 sessions to criterion, SEM = 2.34, for the presence/absence-sample component of the Table 1 Design of Experiment 1
Note. Presence = yellow sample; absence = the absence of a yellow sample (a dark response key); R = red; G = green; FR = fixed interval; DRO = differential reinforcement of other behavior. The letters following the arrows refer to the stimulus to which responding was reinforced. Half of the pigeons in each group were exposed to the contingencies above. For the remaining pigeons, the correct comparisons associated with presence and absence and with FR and DRO were reversed. task and 9.0 sessions to criterion, SEM = 1.63, for the differentialsample-response component of the task) than for the inconsistent group (M = 63.8 sessions to criterion, SEM = 12.74, for the presence/absence-sample component of the task; M = 109.0 sessions to criterion, SEM = 39.10, for the differential-sampleresponse component of the task). A two-way mixed-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) with group (consistent vs. inconsistent) and sample pair (presence/absence sample vs. differential-sample response) performed on the acquisition data (sessions to criterion) indicated that there was a significant effect of group, F(1, 6) = 26.58, but there was no significant effect of sample pair or Group X Sample Pair interaction, both Fs < 1.
Retention Test
As can be seen in Figure 1 , when matching accuracy from the retention test for the consistent group was plotted as a function of the retention interval, matching accuracy on absence (dark sample) trials was high and flat, whereas matching accuracy on presence (yellow sample) trials declined rapidly with increasing retention interval. Similarly, matching accuracy on DRO (horizontal sample) trials was high and flat, whereas matching accuracy on FR (vertical sample) trials declined rapidly with increasing retention interval. Data from the consistent group for presence-and absencesample trials and for FR and DRO trials appear in the top left and bottom left panels of Figure 1 , respectively.
A two-way repeated measures ANOVA, with sample type (presence vs. absence) and retention interval (0, 1, 2, and 4 s) as factors, performed on the data from the consistent group indicated that there was a significant effect of sample type, F(1, 12) = 6.16, and of retention interval, F(3, 12) = 6.99, and most important, that there was a significant Sample Type × Retention Interval interaction, F(3, 12) = 5.38. A similar analysis performed on the vertical-and horizontal-sample trial data from the consistent group indicated that there were significant effects of sample type, F(1, 12) = 31.32, retention interval, F(3, 12) = 12.24, and Sample Type × Retention Interval interaction, F(3, 12) = 29.16.
When matching accuracy from the retention test for the inconsistent group was plotted as a function of the retention interval, the retention functions looked quite different. The retention functions for presence and absence trials were essentially parallel, as were the retention functions for FR and DRO trials. Data from the inconsistent group for presence-and absence-sample trials and for vertical-and horizontal-sample trials appear in the top right and bottom right panels of Figure 1 , respectively.
A two-way repeated measures ANOVA, with sample type (yellow vs. no-yellow) and retention interval (0, 1, 2, and 4 s) as factors, performed on the data from the inconsistent group indicated that only the effect of retention interval was significant, F(3, 12) = 6.53. A similar analysis performed on the vertical-and horizontal-sample data indicated, as well, that only the effect of retention interval was significant, F(3, 12) = 64.14. For both analyses, all nonsignificant Fs were less than 1.52.
Discussion
The results of Experiment 1 are consistent with the findings of Weaver et al. (1999) Figure 1 . Experiment 1: Presence/absence sample (top) and fixed ratio (FR)/differential reinforcement of other (DRO) behavior sample (bottom) retention functions for the consistent group for which the presence sample and the fixed interval sample were both associated with the same comparison (left) and the inconsistent group for which the absence sample and the fixed interval sample were both associated with the same comparison (right). PRES = yellow sample trials; ABS = the absence of yellow (a dark response key) sample trials.
sponding may contribute to the divergent retention functions found following presence/absence-sample-matching training. They reported that when pigeons were required to respond to the presence and absence samples nondifferentially, the resulting retention functions were parallel, rather than divergent. However, as was noted earlier, requiring pigeons to peck the samples nondifferentially may change the nature of the task from presence/absence sample to presence/presence sample (i.e., pecking a dark key may convert a nonevent into an event). We avoided this problem in Experiment 1 by allowing the pigeons to peck the presence and absence samples differentially (rather than forcing them to peck both samples) but by making it difficult for them to use their differential behavior as a basis for choosing the comparisons. To accomplish this, we also required the pigeons to learn to match vertical-and horizontal-line samples that required differential responding (FR and DRO, respectively) to the same comparisons, and for the inconsistent group, those samples were mapped onto the comparisons so that differentialsample responding could not easily be used as the basis for comparison choice. The consistent group served as a control. Although clearly divergent retention functions were found for the consistent group (both presence/absence and FR/DRO), as expected, parallel functions were found for the inconsistent group. Thus, differential sample responding does appear to contribute to the divergent retention functions typically found following training with presence/absence-sample matching.
One might argue, however, that the use of many-to-one matching with differential responding required to two of the samples encouraged the pigeons to represent the presence/absence samples in terms of differential-sample responding more so than when the more typical one-to-one presence/absence-sample-matching procedure is used. Nevertheless, when differential-sample responding could not be used as the basis for comparison choice, there was no evidence that the pigeons learned to code the visual samples using a single-code/default coding strategy.
The fact that differential-sample responding exerts significant control over comparison choice has important implications for the interpretation of the divergent retention functions. Not only does it suggest that the visual samples may not be represented as singlecode/default, but it raises another interesting possibility. Because pigeons typically do not peck during the dark retention interval, if, during training, differential-sample behavior is the basis for comparison choice, the absence of pecking during the dark retention interval may influence the pigeon's choice of comparison on test trials. This hypothesis was tested in Experiment 2.
Experiment 2
If the pigeon's behavior during the retention interval contributes to its choice of comparison stimuli, then it should be possible to influence choice behavior by manipulating behavior during the retention interval. We tested this idea in Experiment 2 by presenting, during the retention interval, stimuli that had been separately trained, one to control pecking and the other the absence of pecking. If the behavioral similarity hypothesis is correct, then the retention interval stimuli should control comparison choice rather than (or in addition to) behavior exhibited to the samples themselves. Specifically, if differential responding prior to presentation of the comparisons controls comparison choice, then introducing a stimulus that is associated with pecking (e.g., a stimulus associated with fixed interval [FI] responding) should result in a choosepresence effect (divergent retention functions with more accurate performance on presence-sample trials than on absence-sample trials), whereas introducing a stimulus associated with the absence of pecking (a DRO stimulus) should result in a choose-absence effect (divergent retention functions with more accurate performance on absence-sample trials than on presence-sample trials).
Method Subjects
Eight White Carneaux pigeons (Columba livia) similar to those used in Experiment 1 served as subjects in Experiment 2.
Apparatus
The apparatus was similar to that used in Experiment 1 with the following exceptions: The three response keys were rectangular (2.5 cm high x 3 cm wide) and were separated from each other by 1 cm. In addition to the red and green hues, the two side projectors could project a white triangle shape (a solid equilateral triangle with 1-cm sides, apex up) and a white circle shape (an annulus with 16-ram outside diameter and 13-ram inside diameter), both on a black background.
Procedure
Phase 1. The pigeons were placed directly on the presence/absencesample-matching task involving yellow and no-yellow samples and red and green comparisons. For all pigeons, each trial began with the onset of the panel houselight. On half of the trials, a yellow center key light accompanied the houselight (presence-sample trials). On the remaining trials, the center key was dark (absence-sample trials). All samples were presented for 4 s. Immediately following the offset of the sample and the panel houselight, red and green comparisons were presented on the side keys (randomly with respect to location, with the restriction that a particular hue could not occur on the same side key for more than three consecutive trials). For half of the pigeons, a single peck to red following yellowpresence samples and a single peck to green following yellow-absence samples resulted in 1.5 s of reinforcement and a 10-s intertrial interval. Incorrect choices resulted in the 10-s intertrial interval alone. For the remaining pigeons the comparisons associated with correct responding for the samples were reversed. For all of the pigeons the ceiling houselight was lit during the intertrial interval. All pigeons received 96 trials per session, with an equal number of presence-and absence-sample trials per session. Sessions were conducted 6 days a week. Training continued for each pigeon until it reached a criterion of 90% correct (or higher) for two consecutive sessions on both presence-and absence-sample trials.
Phase 2. In Phase 2, the number of presence/absence-sample trials was reduced to 48 per session. The remaining 48 trials in each session began with either vertical or horizontal lines on the center key. There was no bouselight on during the presentation of the lines. For all pigeons, an FI 4-s schedule was in effect in the presence of the vertical-line stimulus (the first peck after 4 s darkened the vertical-line stimulus), whereas a DRO 4-s schedule was in effect in the presence of the horizontal-line stimulus (the offset of the horizontal-line stimulus required that the pigeon refrain from pecking for 4 s). The response requirement to vertical lines was changed from FR 10 s in Experiment 1 to FI 4 s in Experiment 2, and the response contingency to horizontal lines was reduced from DRO 6 s in Experiment 1 to DRO 4 s in Experiment 2 to better equate the duration of the line stimuli. Offset of the vertical or horizontal lines was followed immediately by the onset of the circle and triangle shape stimuli on the side keys. On all of these shape trials (24 vertical-line trials, 24 horizontal-line trials), choice of the circle was reinforced with a probability of .50, and choice of triangle was never reinforced. This simple simultaneous discrimination was added to the FI/DRO discrimination to prepare the pigeons for test trials, when they would have to choose one of the side keys following vertical-and horizontal-line stimuli on the center key. Each shape was presented equally often on the left and right response keys, randomly determined, with the restriction that they could not be presented in the same locations on more than three consecutive trials. We calculated a discrimination ratio for the vertical (FI) and horizontal (DRO) trials by dividing pecks to the FI stimulus by pecks to both the FI and DRO stimuli. Criterion was met for each pigeon in Phase 2 when (a) the discrimination ratio for vertical and horizontal trials was at least .90 for two consecutive sessions, (b) the circle rather than the triangle was chosen on at least 90% of those trials for two consecutive sessions, and (c) presence/absence-sample-matching accuracy was maintained at a level of at least 83% correct on both presence-and absence-sample trials. Following criterion performance, the pigeons received five sessions of overtraining.
Testing. During testing, the pigeons received 112 trials on each of three test sessions. On 16 of those trials, the pigeons were presented with either vertical (FI) or horizontal (DRO) lines followed by the simple simultaneous shape discrimination from Phase 2. The remaining test trials consisted of presence-and absence-sample trials as during Phase 1, but mixed retention intervals of 0, 1, 2, and 4 s separated the samples from the comparisons. The retention intervals were presented in random order with the constraint that all trial types appeared equally often. Furthermore, on one third of the retention trials involving each sample type for each of the nonzero test retention intervals (1, 2, and 4 s), the vertical-line (FIassociated) stimulus was presented on the center response key throughout the delay; on one third of the retention trials, the horizontal-line (DROassociated) stimulus was presented on the center response key throughout the delay; and on the remaining one third of the retention trials, the center key was dark throughout the delay. When the vertical-or horizontal-line stimuli appeared during the retention interval, there was no response contingency in effect. The design of Experiment 2 appears in Table 2 .
The dark-key-retention-interval trials served as a baseline against which to assess the effects of presenting a line-orientation on the center key during the retention interval. A choose-absence effect was anticipated on these test trials (as has been typically reported). If behavior during the retention interval controls comparison choice, then a choose-absence effect would also be anticipated on trials in which a horizontal line was presented on the center key during the retention interval. A choose-absence effect would be predicted because the pigeons were trained not to peck the horizontal stimulus. On trials in which a vertical line was presented on the Table 2 Design of Experiment 2
Phase 1 Phase 2 Test
Presence -* R Presence --* R
Note. Presence = yellow sample; absence = the absence of a yellow sample (a dark response key); R = red; G = green; D = a dark response key; C = circle (a triangle was always presented on the other side key, but responses to it were never reinforced); RI = retention interval; FI = fixed interval; DRO = differential reinforcement of other behavior. The letters following the arrows refer to the stimulus to which responding was reinforced.
center key during the retention interval, however, a choose-presence effect would be anticipated. If behavior during the retention interval controls comparison choice, on vertical-line trials, the pigeons should tend to choose the comparison associated with the presence sample because they were trained to peck at the vertical line. Furthermore, this choose-presence effect should increase as the retention interval in~s, much as the choose-absence effect typically does.
Resul~
One of the pigeons was tested with the wrong samplecomparison contingencies because of an experimenter error. All of the data from this pigeon were dropped from the analyses.
Training
The mean number of sessions to acquire the presence/absencesample matching task to criterion was 25.9 (SEM = 11.64).
The mean number of sessions to acquire the line-orientationdiscrimination task to criterion was 12.1 (SEM = 3.03).
Testing
The vertical and horizontal fines were inserted during the retention interval to produce pecking and the absence of pecking, respectively. As a manipulation check, the mean discrimination ratio (pecks to the vertical lines divided by total pecks to both the vertical and borizontal lines) maintained during the retention intervals, pooled over the three test sessions, was .95. The discrimination ratio resulted from a mean rate of pecking the FI-associated vertical line of 2.02 pecks/s and a mean rate of pecking the DRO-associated horizontal fine of 0.10 pecks/s. Thus, the manipulation produced its desired effect on retention-interval behavior.
The matching-accuracy test data were examined for each of the three, test delay-cue conditions (dark retention interval, DROassociated stimulus in the retention interval, and FI-associated stimulus in the retention interval) as a function of sample type (presence vs. absence sample) and retention interval (0, 1, 2, and 4 s). When the retention interval was dark, clearly divergent retention functions were found, with matching accuracy on absence sample trials relatively flat and matching accuracy on presence sample trials substantially lower (see top panel of Figure 2 ). When the horizontal fine (DRO-associated stimulus) was inserted into the retention interval, divergent retention functions also were found, with matching accuracy on absence-sample trials superior to that on presence-sample trials, especially at the longer delays (see center panel of Figure 2 ). When the vertical line (FIassociated stimulus) was inserted into the retention interval, divergent retention functions were found also, but in this case, matching accuracy on presence-sample trials was at a higher level than on absence-sample trials, especially at the longer delays (see bottom panel of Figure 2) .
A three-way, repeated measures ANOVA was performed on the test data with delay cue (dark interval, horizontal line, and vertical line), sample type (presence vs. absence) and retention interval (0, 1, 2, and 4 s) as factors. The analysis indicated that there was no significant main effect of delay cue, F(2, 12) = 1.08, or of sample type, F(1, 6) = 1.34, but there was a significant effect of retention interval, F(3, 18) = 36.34. Furthermore, the Delay Cue × Sample Type interaction was significant, F(3, 18) = 12.38, Because training with the horizontal (DRO-associated) stimulus was included (to control for the effects of presentation of a novel stimulus in the retention interval, independently of responding), a separate analysis was conducted comparing only the data from trials involving horizontal-and vertical-line delay cues (using the appropriate error terms from the overall analysis). Most important, for purposes of the present research, that analysis indicated that there was a significant Delay Cue × Sample Type × Retention Interval interaction, F(3, 36) = 5.79.
Individual analyses were then performed on the data from each of the delay cue conditions (again using the appropriate error term from the overall analysis). In all three analyses (dark interval, horizontal line, and vertical line), the Delay Cue × Retention Interval interaction was significant, F(3, 36) = 5.71, 3.14, 2.91, respectively. Thus, all three sets of retention functions were significantly divergent. However, although the pigeons' matching accuracy was higher on absence-sample trials than on presencesample trials when the pigeons refrained from pecking during the retention interval, the reverse was true when the pigeons pecked during the retention interval.
Although examination of Figure 2 suggests that the sample-type retention functions may have been more divergent when the retention interval was dark than when it was filled with a stimulus that the pigeons had learned to refrain from pecking (the horizontal line), a three-way analysis performed on the data from those two conditions indicated that the Delay Cue × Sample Type × Retention Interval interaction was not statistically significant, F < 1.
Discussion
In Experiment 2, we tested the hypothesis that the divergent retention functions typically found following presence/absencesample matching resulted not from loss of memory for pecking the presence sample but from the absence of behavior during the retention interval. When a stimulus associated with not pecking was inserted during the retention interval, the retention functions were divergent, with matching accuracy on absence-sample triais progressively better than on presence-sample trials--as they were when the retention interval was dark (i.e., a choose-absence effect was found). However, when a stimulus associated with pecking was inserted during the retention interval, the reverse was true--matching accuracy on presence-sample trials was progressively better than on absence-sample trials (i.e., a choose-presence effect was found). Thus, the ability to reverse the slopes of the retention functions simply by inducing the pigeons to peck during the retention interval suggests that the absence of pecking during the typically empty retention interval may artifactually produce the typical choose-absence effect. Therefore, interpretation of the choose-absence effect as an indication of the development of a single-code/default coding strategy may be inappropriate.
Experiment 3
The results of Experiments 1 and 2 indicate that the divergent retention functions found following presence/absence matching may not provide evidence for the development of a single-code/ default coding strategy. Instead, the results of those experiments suggest that differential sample responding together with the similarity between responding to the absence sample and responding during the retention interval may be responsible for those divergent retention functions.
In Experiment 3, a more direct assessment of the role of differential-sample responding in presence/absence-sample matching was made by using a transfer procedure (see Ureuioli & Honig, 1980) . To determine control of comparison choice by differentialsample responding in a task in which differential-sample responding was required, Urcuioli and Honig trained pigeons to respond differentially to two additional stimuli on other trials, and then on test trials, they substituted those stimuli for the samples. The high degree of transfer found by Urcuioli and Honig suggested that differential sample responding did, in fact, control comparison choice. In a similar vein, in Experiment 3 of the present study, pigeons were first trained on presence/absence-sample matching, but unlike Urcuioli and Honig, rather than requiring the pigeons to respond to the samples differentially, we presented the samples for a fixed duration. The pigeons were then trained to respond differentially (FI/DRO) to two stimuli different from the samples (vertical and horizontal lines). On test trials, those line-orientation stimuli were then substituted for the presence/absence samples. If differential sample responding is responsible for the divergent retention functions found following presence/absence-samplematching training, then on test trials, the pigeons should tend to choose the comparison associated with the presence sample when the FI associated stimulus is substituted and to choose the comparison associated with the absence sample when the DRO associated stimulus is substituted. Alternatively, if pigeons develop a single-code/default coding strategy, little transfer should be found, because on test trials, in the absence of a yellow sample, the pigeons should always choose the comparison associated with the default response. Table 3 Design of Experiment 3
Note. Presence = yellow sample; absence = absence of yellow (a dark response key); R = red; G = green; V = vertical; H = horizontal; FI = fixed interval; DRO = differential reinforcement of other behavior; C = circle (a triangle was always present on the alternative response key, and responses to the triangle were never reinforced). The letters following the arrows refer to the stimulus to which responding was reinforced.
Method Subjects
Twelve White Cameaux pigeons (Columba livia) similar to those used in Experiments 1 and 2 were used as subjects. The pigeons were housed and maintained as were the pigeons in Experiments 1 and 2.
Apparatus
The operant chamber and stimuli were the same as those used in Experiment 2. made little difference during either acquisition or testing. Thus, the data from those groups were combined in all analyses. The pigeons acquired presence/absence-sample matching in an average of 23.2 sessions (for the consistent group, M = 24.7 sessions, SEM = 6.6; for the inconsistent group, M = 21.8 sessions, SEM = 6.1, a difference that was not statistically significant, F < 1). The pigeons acquired the vertical (FI)/horizontal (DRO) discrimination in an average of 5.0 sessions (for the consistent group, M = 5.3 sessions, SEM = 1.2; for the inconsistent group, M = 4.7 sessions, SEM = 0.7, a difference that again was not statistically significant, F< 1).
Procedure
Phase 1. All pigeons experienced training similar to that of Phase 1 of Experiment 2; however, for only half of the pigeons the panel houselight was presented with each sample and the ceiling houselight was turned on during the intertrial intervals (as they were in Experiment 2). For the remaining pigeons, the ceiling houselight was presented with each sample and the panel houselight was turned on during the intertrial intervals. Counterbalancing of the sample-comparison contingencies was the same as in Phase 1 of Experiment 2.
Phase 2. All pigeons received training similar to that of Phase 2 of Experiment 2; however, in Experiment 3, whichever houselight was presented with the yellow and no-yellow sample was also presented with the vertical and horizontal line stimuli.
Testing. On half of the trials during testing, the pigeons were presented with trials involving vertical (FI) and horizontal (DRO) stimuli followed by the simple simultaneous shape discrimination, as they were during Phase 2. On the remaining test trials, vertical or horizontal lines were presented for 4 s, followed by the presentation of red and green comparison stimuli. For half of the pigeons (the consistent group) choice of the comparison that was correct following the presence sample was reinforced following presentation of the vertical (FI) stimulus, whereas choice of the comparison that was correct following the absence sample was reinforced following presentation of the horizontal (DRO) stimulus. For the remaining pigeons (the inconsistent group) those contingencies were reversed. Testing continued for four sessions. The design of Experiment 3 appears in Table 3 .
Results
Training
Whether the ceiling houselight was presented during the intertrial interval and the panel houselight during samples or the reverse
Testing
Large differences in transfer were found for the two groups when the vertical and horizontal samples replaced the presence/ absence samples. Overall, pigeons in the consistent group transferred well above chance (M = 67.0%, SEM = 2.11), whereas pigeons in the inconsistent group transferred well below chance (M = 32.7%, SEM = 6.00). When the transfer data were examined by sample type, however, it was clear that most of the transfer effect could be attributed to the replacement of absence samples with horizontal lines (DRO; see Figure 3) .
A two-way, mixed-factor ANOVA (with group and sample type as factors) applied to these data resulted in a significant effect of group, F(I, 10) = 31.90, and a significant Group X Sample Type interaction, F(1, 10) = 6.14. The effect of sample type was not significant, F(1, 10) = 2.93. Post hoc comparisons indicated that the difference in transfer performance on horizontal-sample trials between the consistent and the inconsistent groups was significant, F(1, 10) = 40.22, but the difference in transfer performance on vertical-sample trials between the consistent and the inconsistent groups was not, F < 1.
Examination of the transfer data for individual pigeons suggested that the basis for comparison choice differed among the pigeons (see Figure 4) . The pattern of choice for the data from pigeons in the two groups are presented in Figure 4 . To facilitate comparison of the data for individual subjects, the data in Figure 4 are presented as a function of choice of the comparison associated with correct responding on presence-sample trials in training (the letter following each pigeon's identification number corresponds to the pigeon's group---consistent or inconsistent). Transfer performance for the consistent group, for which a stimulus associated with fixed interval (FI) responding was substituted for a presence sample and a stimulus associated with differential reinforcement of other (DRO) behavior was substituted for an absence sample, and the inconsistent group, for which a stimulus associated with DRO behavior was substituted for a presence sample and a stimulus associated with FI responding was substituted for an absence sample.
Pigeons for which performance rises above 50% on trials involving the FI sample but drops below 50% on trials involving the DRO sample appear to have based their test-trial choice on differential sample responding. This pattern of choice on test trials was shown by the 4 pigeons whose data appear in the top row of Figure 4) .
The 4 pigeons whose data appear in the middle row of Figure 4 , however, appear to have had a different basis for comparison choice. For these pigeons, although on DRO sample trials there was considerable choice of the comparison associated in training with correct responding on absence-sample trials, on FI sample trials choice of the comparison associated in training with correct responding on presence-sample trials was close to chance. For these pigeons, there did not appear to be control either by peeking or by the physical properties of the presence sample (the vertical lines were not treated either as the presence of yellow or as the absence of yellow).
Quite different patterns of choice appear in the bottom row of Figure 4 . The first 3 pigeons in the bottom row appear to have developed a single-code/default coding strategy. These pigeons showed a consistent bias to choose the comparison associat~xl in training with the absence sample, regardless of the whether it was the FI-or the DRO-associated stimulus. Data from the last pigeon (2021c) in the bottom row suggest that this bird also may have developed a single-code/default coding strategy, but in this case the nature of the single code was quite different from that of the other 3 pigeons. For this pigeon, it appears that all visual stimuli presented on the center response key were coded as a presence sample because the pigeon chose the comparison associated in training with the presence sample when either line stimulus was presented. Only if there was no stimulus presented (i.e., the absence sample) was there selection of the comparison that in training was associated with the absence sample. Thus, for this pigeon the nature of the single code appeared to be the absence of a sample.
Discussion
The results of Experiment 3, in which a transfer design was used, provide supportive evidence that differential-sample behavior can play a role in the control of comparison choice. When stimuli to which the pigeons had been trained to respond differentially (FI and DRO) were substituted for the fixed duration presence/absence samples, significant transfer effects were found. The transfer effects found in Experiment 3 were somewhat weaker that those reported by Urcuioli and Honig (1980) , but it is important to recall that in those experiments, differential-sample responding was required, whereas in the present experiment, sampies were presented for a fixed duration. Thus, in the present experiment, differential-sample behavior exerted significant control over comparison choice in spite of the fact that differentialsample responding was not required.
Although significant control of comparison choice by differential-sample responding was found in this experiment, the transfer data from individual pigeons indicated that strong control of comparison choice by differential-sample responding was shown by only 4 of the pigeons. Another 4 pigeons showed some control of comparison choice by differential-sample responding (i.e., control of comparison choice by the absence of pecking but not by the presence of pecking). For these pigeons, it appeared that the visual properties of the yellow/no-yellow samples shared control with differential sample responding, and removal of the yellow sample left the pigeons without a clear preference (perhaps because of conflicting sample cues between pecking and the absence of a yellow sample). For the remaining 4 pigeons, there is evidence that a single-code/default coding strategy developed during acquisition. For 3 of these pigeons, comparison choice on test trials suggested that choice of the comparison associated with the presence sample occurred only when a yellow sample was presented. On test trials involving either test stimulus, these pigeons chose the alternative (default) comparison. For the remaining pigeon, comparison choice on test trials suggested that choice of the comparison associated with the absence sample occurred only when a there was no stimulus presented (i.e., the response key was dark). For this pigeon, the alternative (default) comparison was chosen when the yellow sample was presented, as well as when either test stimulus was presented.
General Discussion
The divergent retention functions typically found following presence/absence-sample matching have been taken as evidence for the development of a single-code/default coding strategy by pigeons (e.g., Colwill, 1984; Grant, 1991; Sherburne & Zentall, 1993a , 1993b Wilson & Boakes, 1985) . It has been observed, however, that although the samples are presented for a fixed duration, with no responding required, differential-sample responding generally occurs (responding occurs to the presence sample but not to the absence sample), and this differential-sample responding may make a substantial contribution to the divergent retention functions typically found (Weaver et al., 1999) . However, Weaver et al. required that the pigeons peck at the absence sample, and that may have altered the way in which the pigeons coded those events. In our research, we sought first to clarify the role played by differential-sample responding in the divergent retention functions found with pigeons following more typical presence/absence-sample-matching procedures involving fixed duration samples, and then determine how behavior during the retention interval might bias the pigeons' choice of comparisons on test trials.
In Experiment l, when differential sample responding could not easily be used as the basis for comparison choice (the inconsistent group), the retention functions found following training were parallel. Thus, when differential sample behavior could not serve as a cue for comparison choice, there was no evidence for the development of a single-code/default coding swategy.
In Experiment 2, we more directly tested the hypothesis that in typical presence/absence-sample matching, the natural absence of pecking during the dark retention interval may result in a bias to choose the comparison associated with the absence sample, and that bias may produce an artifactual choose-absence effect. To test this hypothesis, in addition to the typical dark-retention-interval trials, we included trials in which a stimulus that the pigeons had been trained to either peck or not peck was presented during the retention interval. Consistent with the behavioral similarity hypothesis, data from the retention tests indicated a reliable chooseabsence effect both when the retention interval was dark and when a stimulus that the pigeons had been trained to refrain from pecking was presented. Furthermore, also consistent with the hypothesis, when a stimulus that the pigeons had been trained to peck was presented, a reliable choose-presence effect was found. Thus, when pecking was encouraged during the retention interval it resulted in a bias to choose the comparison associated with the presence sample.
These results suggest that retention-function asymmetries may result from ambiguity or conflict concerning which event should serve as the basis for comparison choice at the time of test, sample behavior or retention-interval behavior, rather than in the development of a coding strategy. Furthermore, the longer the retention interval is, the greater is the pigeon's tendency to choose the comparison based on its behavior during the retention interval. Our results add to the growing hterature that suggests, more generally, that when animals are presented with novel conditions at the time of test, biased choice, related to an instructional failure rather than to memory loss, may result (Zentall, 1997) .
In Experiment 3, a more direct approach was used to assess control of comparison choice by differential-sample responding. Although differential-sample responding was not required to the presence/absence samples, if differential-sample responding did in fact contribute to comparison choice, then other stimuli associated with the presence of pecking and the absence of pecking should be substitutable for the presence/absence samples--and to a significant extent, they were. But, the results for individual pigeons were inconsistent. For as many as 4 of the 12 pigeons in Experiment 3, there was evidence for the development of a single-code/default coding strategy. Thus, although it is inappropriate to interpret the typically found choose-absence effect as support for the development of a single-code/default coding strategy, the transfer data reported in Experiment 3 suggest that at least some pigeons may develop such a strategy when acquiring presence/absence-sample matching.
Recently, we used a different procedure to encourage pigeons to develop a single-code/default coding strategy while avoiding the comparison-response bias resulting from differential similarity between behavior to the samples and behavior during the retention interval as well as differential similarity between the samples and events occurring during the retention interval (Clement & Zentall, in press ). Clement and Zentall encouraged pigeons to develop a single-code/defanlt coding strategy by training them on a matching task in which one sample was associated with correct responding to one of the comparisons (one-to-one matching), whereas a number of other samples were all associated with correct responding to the other comparison (many-to-one matching). A similar response requirement (FR 10) was in effect for all samples. Following training, when retention intervals were introduced, not only did these pigeons show an increasing bias to respond to the many-toone comparison with longer retention intervals, but when later tested with a novel sample, they showed a strong tendency to treat it as one of the many samples. Both the divergent retention functions and the transfer effect are consistent with the notion that the pigeons learned to associate one of the samples with the appropriate comparison and to respond to the other comparison by default. Thus, when tested under conditions that encourage the development of a single-code/default coding strategy and that are unconfounded by differential stimulus and response similarity effects, pigeons can show evidence of strategic learning.
